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Abstract
The Current Study Aims At Exploring The Effect of Some Acts And Performances To Develop Skills of Systemic Thinking For Secondary Three Students, Literary Section, By Designing A Digital Course In Philosophy. The Study Sample Included (30) Students from Om Al Mo'mneen Literary Secondary School In Tanta-Egypt. As For Implementing The Research, An Overall Digital Course In Psychology Was Designed According To Systemic Thinking In The Light of Dynamically Related Parts Besides Analyzing The Course Into Elements Divided Into Units Leading To Forming Parts Which Are Lessons. So, The Course Was Formed Of Units Containing Lessons Strongly Related To The Units. Lessons Contain Educational Goals Besides Educational Videos Covering And Explaining The Lessons Which Are Presented By Activities And Tasks Students Do. Moreover, Sessions of Systemic Thinking Were Designed To Discuss Four Basic Skills: Analyzing The Main Systems Into Subsidiary Ones, Understanding Relationships Between Elements Inside The System, Removing Gaps Between Elements Inside The System And Rebuilding Systems From Their Components. A Nine – Task Test Was Designed To Measure Skills of Systemic Thinking In Psychology. Every Task Is About A Complicated Situation In Which A Student Is Required To Embody Relationships Inside The Situation In A Flow Chart. Then, A Student Is Asked To Do A Multi-Choice Question. The Aim of That Test Is To Measure Student's Ability To Think About Topics Stated In The Digital Course Content of Psychology. Results Demonstrated Progress In Systemic Thinking During Cognitive Development For The Skills of The Digital Psychology Course.
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Introduction
In Her Study Confirmed That Digital Course Is A Main Element In Digital Learning System. Since It Contains Messages For Teachers, So Digital Courses Should Be Designed In The Light of Scientific Principles And Depend On Various Sources Such As Learning Theories Which Put Principles While Designing Education Subjects. To Be Effective In Achieving Goals, Educational Curriculum Should Use Instructional Technology Which Helps In Evaluating And Developing These Curricula (Khalefa, 2010). In The Beginning, Educational Designing Related Greatly To Learning Theories Which Help Specialists And Researchers To Reach To Good Ways And Principles Enabling Them To Achieve Better Learning In Different Situations. Recently, Regarding The Rapid Development In Social And Scientific System, The Systemic Thinking Arose. Besides, The Complicated Dynamics of Getting Knowledge And Summarizing Its Components Through Satellites And Internet Maximized The Care Of The Basic Components ; The Thing Which Help To Cope With The Progress In Different Sciences .Thus, Systemic Thinking Is A Good Idea To Help In Understanding The Whole Topic Instead of Handling Particulars (Efana&Ebied 2003). (Al Men, 2002). (Al Kamel ,2003), (Efana & r Neshwan ,2004), And(Al Khzendar (2008) Agree In Their Study That Being Clever At Systemic Thinking And Being Interactive With Environment Requirements Make The Student Able To Face Problems of Globalization And Technology Age; The Thing Which Progresses His/Her Emotional And Psychomotor Learning Aspects (Al Shahry, & Ebeid, 2015).
Systemic Thinking Is Considered A Suitable Process To Solve The Educational Problems Due To The Overall View Of The Educational System Which Handles Problems In The Light Of Systemic Relationships Between Its Components.
In Her Study (Ismael, 2012) Ismael Argues That Systemic Thinking Skills Are The Mental Processes
Which Reflects The Learner's Ability To Think Systemically:-

1) Dividing the Whole Unit into Subsidiary Systems.
   For Example The Course Is Divided Into Sub- Units Which Form The Digital Course As A Whole.

2) Removing Gaps Inside The System. For Example, Removing Gaps between the Units And Lessons Of The Course. That Is To Say, There Must Be A Correlation Between The Part (Lesson) And The Sub – Whole (Unit) And The Main Whole (Course).

3) Understanding Relationships Inside The System. That Is To Say Each Unit Is Strongly Related To Its Lessons Which Are Also Related Besides Correlating Between Units As A Whole And The Digital Course Thoroughly.

4) Ability To Rebuild Systems From Their Components. That Is To Say The Student Is Able To Recollect The Lessons And Units To Form The Whole Digital Course. Nowadays, The Student Needs Systemic Thinking Skills And Correlated Information To Be The Basis On Which He /She Stands To Be Cognitive Manuscripts In The Long- Term Memory.

(Abo Khatwa, 2013) Carried Out A Study In Which He Designed Electronic Learning Environment Blending Between Model And Facebook Systems And Measured Its Effect on Developing Cognitive Achievement And Systemic Thinking. The Research Results Demonstrated Differences With Statistical Significance In The Pre And Post Application Of The Systemic Thinking At The Favor of The Post Application And For The Experimental Group. The Results Also Confirmed The Great Effect of The Suggested Electronic Environment on Developing The Cognitive Achievement And The Systemic Thinking. Psychology Curriculum Is Naturally Effective Because It Forms Attitudes And Behavioral Values For Students And Helps Them To Overcome Problems And Carry Responsibility. Student At Secondary Stage Acquires Beliefs And Concepts Related To (His/Her) Mental Performance In Educational Situations; Consequently, A Digital Curricula A Rose To Fit The Rapid Change In Means of Communications.

**Methodology**


**Results**

After Studying The Multimedia of The Digital Course Prepared By The Researcher In Psychology And Dividing The Whole Into Related Parts, Students Of The Study Sample Demonstrated Good Results In The Cognitive Achievement. In The Post Application, We Remarked That There Are No Differences With Statistical Significance At Level (0.05) Between Means Of The Pre And Post Application Grades In The Cognitive Achievement Test For Secondary Students At The Favor of The Post Application As Shown In The Following Table(1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Means</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>The Number</th>
<th>Degree of Freedom</th>
<th>T Value</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>124.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through Discussions And Sessions The Researcher Did Besides Designing Digital Curricula Divided Into Correlated Parts And Removing Gaps Between Elements Of The Content, The Study Sample Showed Good Results In The Systemic Thinking. In The Post Application, We Remarked That There Are No Differences With Statistical Significance At Level (0.05) Between Means Of The Pre And Post Application Grades In The Systemic Thinking Test For Secondary Students At The Favor of Post Application As The Following Table (2) Shows:
Table (2) Statistical Significance of Differences Between Means of Performance Grades in the Systemic Thinking Test of the Digital Course for Secondary Three Students (Literary) in Psychology Pre/Post the Application of the Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Means</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>The Number of Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>T Value</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>8.867</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>140.783</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>30.300</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Table (1) shows differences between the pre and post application of the experimental group at the favor of the post one. Mean of the pre application grades was (3.067), which was fewer than the value of the mean of post application grades (28.967). That difference is statistically significant because value of the calculated "T" was 124.670, "the value which is higher than table value of "T" (0.05). That means refusing the current assumption and accepting the other one. That refers to existing of differences for the interest of the post application. Thus, the cognitive accumulative aspect is developed.

Table (2) shows differences between the pre and post application of the experiment group at the favor of the post one. Mean of the pre application grades was (8.867), which was fewer than the value of the mean of post application grades (30.3). That difference is statistically significant because value of the calculated "T" was 140.783, "the value which is higher than table value of "T" (0.05). That means refusing the current assumption and accepting the other one. That refers to existing of differences for the interest of the post application. Thus, the cognitive accumulative aspect is developed.

Recommendation

1. It is recommended to design digital courses in psychology curricula of the secondary stage to develop systemic thinking.
2. It is recommended to prepare courses with activities and exercises.
3. Training teachers on teaching methodology and using suitable activities to progress thinking in general and systemic thinking particularly.
4. Using the results of the current study as assistance in designing digital courses of psychology to improve students' level and thought.

Conclusion

- Digital courses are of international importance due to their effective role in developing concepts and thoughts of teachers and students, so educational organizations must change their curricula into digital ones.
- Systemic thinking aims at progressing mental skills of students; the thing which help to correlate between the whole and parts, remove gaps inside the course and combining parts to get concepts and information besides solving problems by using skills of scientific thinking and increasing learning motivation.
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